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Abstract. The idea of adding the SubSmell logo to the movie for de-
scribing the scent of each event in the movie has been proposed to im-
prove the current way of seeing movies, which can perceive only pictures
and sound. Using the SubSmell, the audience can smell the movie. The
audiences need a SubSmell application to read a SubSmell and an olfac-
tory display in order to release scent.

There are two main parts in SubSmell system, which are an olfactory
display and a SubSmell application. An olfactory display consists of a
control box and four smell boxes with four fans. Fans will be turned on
and release scents when receiving the signal from a SubSmell application.
A SubSmell application is designed to read a SubSmell in the movie and
decide to send signals to an olfactory display. A SubSmell application
consists of four major components: 1) Movie Controlling, 2) SubSmell
Reading, 3) Scent Releasing and 4) Olfactory Display Monitoring. We
use Microsoft Visual Basic 6.0 to develop the user interface and the
SubSmell components.

The experiment was done in order to assess the following qualities:
1) Usability: to prove that the system can read a SubSmell in the movie
and release scent. 2) Efficiency: to show that the system can work with
high accuracy.

1 Introduction

Nowadays, we can enjoy movies only by watching motion-pictures and listening
to the sound which accompanies the movies. We use only two senses out of
the five senses; which are sight and hearing. Movie makers try to improve the
audience’s feelings more by several ways. Regarding sight, they have studied
optical nerves and how human eyes can receive color and pictures and how
humans could feel distance of the objects. They have invented and developed
many new technologies to capture and keep the best quality of images to make
everything in the movies look more real so that the audience can feel it. One
of those developed technologies was three-dimension imagining (3-D). The same
way in hearing, they also studied the physical auditory nerve and also researched
the way of how to keep the best sound quality for playing back to the audience.
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One good example of 3-D technology was digital surround sound cinema. Movie
makers can use only two senses of human beings, sight and hearing, which is
a huge limitation for movies makers. They can not reach their goal to make
movies as real as their imaginations. The solution of this limitation is to break
the limitation and try to add more senses to the movies. To add more senses,
the movies makers expect that they can make audiences have more imagination
and feeling than they have ever had. They also introduce new senses of humans
in their movies. Movies makers try to find the most important sense, which is
easily added to multimedia among scent, taste and touch. Finally, they choose
to add scent to the movies.

2 Background

Many researchers used many techniques to develop an olfactory display, such as
Sensorama, head-mounted olfactory display (HMD), arm-worm olfactory display,
DigiScents, Aromajet, ScentAir, Trisenx, Scent Collar etc. [1],[2]. E.C. Tan et
al. used an electromechanical system to control smell bottle to emit scent [3].
Takamichi et al. used 32 odor components flowed from bottles through a solenoid
valve to the outlet [4],[5]. Dong Wook Kim et al. used Aroma-Chip to build an
olfactory display [6].

From 1916 until now, there were many researchers trying to add scent to
the movies and other multimedia with different methods such as;Scentovision,
iSmell, Smellevision, Aroma-Rama, Scenoroma, Scentware, Odoram, Smell-O-
Vision system and Scratch and Sniff cards. Each method had its limitations.
This was very regrettable for the film owners and the audiences. Movies makers
missed keeping their scent accompanying their movies and making their movies
better. This also made movies audiences miss the scents. There were many movies
which had scent as their main character such as perfume movies, cooking movies,
etc. This was not only with the movies in the offline world, but also in the online
world. Online movies also tried to accrue smell via the server and sniff smell
to the website. Although some methods were not suitable for the movies, they
were good for using with some advertisements. For instances scratch and sniff
cards idea was used for business card. Several methods are still used in the real
world and also they are trying to improve them and overcome their limitations.
Smell-O-Vision is the most popular one, which is used to be a master model
to create a better methodology by using the pipeline system to release scent to
the audience. We might usually be able to see it in Scenoroma, Scentware etc
[7][8][9][10][11][12][13].

3 System Design

This part describes the process of analysis and design, which describes the Sub-
Smell system architecture overview, the system state transition diagram and
system structure chart. The details of each element are described below.
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3.1 SubSmell System Architecture Overview

SubSmell is like a subtitle in the movie which the movie maker accompanies
the text title to the movie, to describe what the actor/actress is saying. In this
case we accompany scent to the movie to describe what scent is in that scene.
We call it the SubSmell system. The SubSmell system works similarly to other
media player application forms. We have to open the SubSmell application on our
computer which is connected with an olfactory display. The system is divided into
two parts: software and hardware. The software, SubSmell, is the main module
which would read SubSmell in the movie, and then send the signal through ports
of an olfactory display to release scent to the audiences. The olfactory display is
a prototype that releases scent using fans. The audiences have only to play the
movie which has the SubSmell logo with the SubSmell program, and then they
would sniff the movie. The system overview is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1. SubSmell System Architecture Overview

SubSmell is a color SubSmell logo, as shown in Fig. 2(a), where each color
would represent each scent. There are three smells for the SubSmell prototype
system. We have three colors, which are red, green, and blue for representing
these three smells. We also provide white color to represent clear scent and black
color to represent the idle state. We use only one pixel in the SubSmell area,
as shown in Fig. 2(b). The position of pixel that we get is very important. The
pixel should be located in the middle of logo to get the clearest color of the pixel.

3.2 System State Transition Diagram

Based on Fig. 3, there are eight stages in the SubSmell System.

– State 1 ”Start” when users open the SubSmell Application, I/O is called to
be ready. Then go to stage 2.
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(a) (b)

Fig. 2. (a) SubSmell Logo, (b) SubSmell Logo with suitable point to get a pixel

Fig. 3. SubSmell State Transition Diagram

– State 2 ”Open Movie” when users choose a movie, the system will load it to
the buffer and then go to stage 3.

– State 3 ”Play Movie” when users click on the play button, the movie is
played and then we do stage 4 and stage 5.

– State 4 ”Monitor Olfactory Display” while the movie play timer is started
and automatically checked, it shows the port status every millisecond. It
goes to stage 7; the timer stops when the movie stops.

– State 5 ”Read SubSmell” while the movie plays SubSmell, the system gets
a pixel and converts to a RGB value, then go to stage 6.

– State 6 ”Release Scent” when it gets the RGB value, this stage checks the
color condition and sends a signal to the odor machine. When it finishes
releasing a scent, then go back to stage 3.

– Stage 7 ”Stop Movie” The users click on the stop button or the movie ends.
Then stop and go to stage 8.

– Stage 8 ”End” when users exit the program, the system is shut down.
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3.3 SubSmell System Structure Chart

To provide a better understanding and more detail of each operation of the
SubSmell system, we introduce the system structure chart (as shown in Fig. 4)
and elaborate on how each model works. The SubSmell system consists of four
main process modules. They are 1) Controlling Movies, 2) Read SubSmell, 3)
Release Scent, and 4) Olfactory Display Monitoring. The second level of the
structure chart gives the main tasks which have to be done in each component.

Fig. 4. SubSmell System Structure Chart

Movie Controlling. To use this application is similar to other media player
applications. We are able to start the movie which we would like to see on the
application program. We can play every movie which is encoded with Microsoft
AVI. We have to take them carefully for encoding because it is the most sensitive
part of the program. For example, a video file .AVI type can be encoded with
Microsoft DV AVI or Microsoft AVI. We can only see the picture movie, which
is encoded by Microsoft AVI. For other kinds of encoding, we cannot see the
SubSmell system. Once we get Microsoft AVI movie, the next thing we have to
consider is whether the movie has SubSmell or not? We can play the movie which
has no SubSmell, but we would not smell the scent of the movie. However, if the
movie has SubSmell and it is placed in the right location, the system can read
it and understand what scent the movie should release in the frame, enabling us
to sniff the movie.

For the SubSmell system, we provide three main control instructions for seeing
the movie. They are in the form of buttons (as shown in Fig. 5). The first is Open
Movie, which is normally open. A pop-up window will appear for you to choose a
movie file that you want. After choosing the file, the system will load the movie
to the buffer and show the chosen file name in the title text field. The second
control is Play Movie, which plays the chosen movie. The last control is Stop
movie. You can click on this button to stop playing the movie. This stop is not
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Fig. 5. SubSmell System User Interface

like other stops in most programs. It does not go to the end of the movie and
then stop it. To stop is like to pause the movie and then play back or play other
movie files.

SubSmell Reading. SubSmell logo is a big ‘S’ character that comes from the
first character of the project name, SubSmell. It is used as a sign to know what
scent torelease at that time. We can attach scent in each scene that we want by
putting a SubSmell logo in the top-left of the movie, as shown in Fig. 5. Each
color of SubSmell represents each different scent.

At the start of the movie clip, it has to declare each color of SubSmell logo
and what scent to release. For example, in the title of the movie it says red color,
which represents Flower’s scent, as shown in Fig. 6, allowing the user to know
that he/she should put flower’s scent in the red box of olfactory display. Then,
when we play the movie and the system finds the red logo and sends the signal
to the machine to open port number 1 (red box) we will smell the flower’s scent.

Fig. 6. SubSmell Logo big ‘S’

In Fig. 7, we show five colors in the SubSmell logo for this project. They are
Red, Green, Blue, White and Black. The color Red, Green, and Blue represent
three different scents. The color White is for clearing scent that is released before.
The color Black is for an idle state.
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Fig. 7. Five SubSmell logo with their colors

Fig. 8. Suitable location on SubSmell logo

The SubSmell reading does not use all areas of the SubSmell logo to identify
the scent. It uses only one single pixel in a suitable location in SubSmell logo.
The most suitable point on the SubSmell logo can be in the middle of the upper
S or in the middle of the lower S, as shown in Fig. 8. This process is called to
get pixel. Then, we go to the next step to convert to RGB color mode because
we have red, green, and blue for three different scents. It is very easy to check
conditions about what scent we should release in the next step.

Scent Releasing. To release the scent of the movie, we should have a machine,
as shown in Fig. 9, which can release each scent as we like. We have the example
of the olfactory display with three scents and one clear state. The architecture of
the olfactory display comes from a basic idea to keep the scent source in a small
box, and then use a fan to blow out a scent, as shown in Fig. 10(a), and blow in
to clear a scent, as shown in Fig. 10(b). For each scent, it has its own box and a
fan which controls signaling via each port. We can thoroughly see how to invent
this machine in an appendix part. For each scent, we are using liquid to make
scent smell as real as perfume and cologne. Next, we drop liquid on the cotton
and put the cotton inside the box.
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Fig. 9. Olfactory Display Model

Fig. 10. Blow out fan (a) and Blow in fan (b)

As it is known that the user should put scent according to the declaration in
the box that is provided, and then open the movie. From the last processes in
the part of the SubSmell system application, we get an RGB color pixel for each
time frame from the last process. We bring this pixel to check the condition that
belongs to which color, red, green, or blue. We cluster by checking Red, Green,
or Blue has the most in this pixel, so we consider which port we should send
signal for opening the fan and blowing out a scent, as shown in Fig. 11.
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Fig. 11. Flow of Scent to the User

Fig. 12. The LED light to show a status of the olfactory display

Olfactory Display Monitoring. To monitor the status of the olfactory display
is an important process to do, because we would be able to see the flow of scent
along the scene and check the performance of how fast and accurate the system
detects the SubSmell system. We check every second which port is opening.
Then, we are able to compare with our eye which is accurate or not. In case we
have seen the Green SubSmell appearing at the top-left of the movie, but the
Red port is opening. This means the system is wrong because it makes a mistake
in classifying the detected color pixel.

Figure 12 shows the status of the olfactory display by using the LED light.
The method to verify the status of the olfactory display is to check every second
the opening port, which shows the light on the olfactory machine.
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4 Testing and Evaluation

In this part, we test the system with various conditions in various cases to
measure its efficiency and effectiveness. After that we evaluate the system so
that it can be used in the real world.

This part presents experimentation on the SubSmell system, which is devel-
oped and based on the concepts and the design mentioned in the previous section.
In this system, the experiments were focused on its usability and effectiveness.

Usability testing was to prove whether the system was capable of performing
the proposed functions as we had mentioned earlier. The effectiveness test de-
termined the correctness of the system and whether the system results could be
used in real life.

4.1 Usability

The first thing was to use the SubSmell system to open and play the movie.
We tested this function by selecting many kinds of movies that were encoded
by .AVI code. We had known that the limitation of the SubSmell system was
its ability to open and play only .AVI files. When users used Adobe Premiere or
any other video editing program to make SubSmell Movie, they should export by
using only ”Microsoft AVI” to open the file. All of the data tested were selected
and played until the end. The testing results are shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Testing Data Details

Title Type Length Use n scent(s) Play result
Perfume Movie 13 mins 31 secs 5 Great

Saying you love me Music video 4 mins 2 secs 5 Great
Eu: cologne Advertisement 33 secs 5 Great

The second thing we had checked was the readability of the SubSmell system
and how well it could read each pixel in each frame, and what value of each color
it got. We had tested the system to read each SubSmell color in the specified
position and corrected the number that the System read.

4.2 Effectiveness

To measure how well the SubSmell system could release scent, we had tested the
system by using the SubSmell movie and observed at the olfactory display port.
The olfactory display had four fans, out of three fans were used to blow out the
scent and the other one to blow into the clear scent. Table 2 shows all SubSmell
colors with control port number and event of a fan.
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Table 2. Color and Port Information

Color Port number Event
Red Port1 (&H8) Blow out

Green Port2 (&H4) Blow out
Blue Port3 (&H2) Blow out

White Port4 (&H1) Blow in
Black Port0 (&H0) Idle

5 Conclusion

The SubSmell system has been proved to be usable and effective as we have
described in the testing and evaluation section. We may conclude that the Sub-
Smell system supports the following. 1) the movies audiences can view the pic-
tures with aesthetic quality, which means they can see the scenes and smell the
scents simultaneously, and 2) the audiences get more detail of the movie, either
scene, sound or smell, which makes it more entertaining and interactive.
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